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Whoever wants to be technologically up to date, must sometimes go
down new roads to achieve the desired effects.  In order to signifi-
cantly increase the through-put with the same team and in the exi-
sting production area, the AMS production experts decided last year
to have the time-consuming manual work of cutting the stainless steel
material done by a robot in future.  The market research then had a
sobering effect:  Instead of the required absolute precision of +/-
1mm, bidders only wanted to guarantee 3 to 5 mm.  “That was com-
pletely unacceptable”, recalls Jens Barth, who is undertaking various
optimising processes at AMS, for an even better organised business.
“These high production tolerances on cut sheet casing, when roun-
ding the steel sheet into a container casing, later lead to splits  or bre-
aks and cannot be processed further without problems.   Further-
more our containers are integrated into processing plants, which,
due to the pipework, requires perfectly positioned connecting pieces”,
explains Barth.

Plucky lad –
Plasma Cutting Robot reduces 
production time to a quarter

LIMBACH-OBERFROHNA –Stainless steel processor AMS is rationalising its production with a uni-
que robotic plasma cutting plant: Instead of the previous two days manual work, the modern CLOOS
plant only requires four hours at the most – including programming and simulation – in order to cut
all the holes and contours into the thick material of the container bases.

To less than 1 mm accuracy
The AMS team was finally successful with CLOOS in Haiger.  The sup-
plier of welding and robot technology convinced the Saxons with a
very stable steel construction.  With an 8 m length, 3 m width and 1
m stroke length, less stable portals will bend.  “CLOOS promised us
a maximum of 1 mm longitudinal cut tolerance.  In practice the plant
is even more exact:  we are achieving 0.7 mm”, Sigfrid Frenzel is plea-
sed to say.  With the new plant it is possible to make fully automatic
and three-dimensional cuts in the most various container floors up
to a material thickness of 50 mm.   The floors can be up to 1,500
mm high and have a diameter of 4,000 mm.  Currently material
thicknesses up to 25 mm are being processed.  The plant is howe-
ver set up for up to 50 mm thick stainless steel (up to 35 mm at 45°
phasing).
At the same time however it is also possible to cut flat sheets such
as the casing including all connecting contours and cut-outs or the

transport eye bolts and to
chamfer for preparation of the
weld seam.  Furthermore plas-
ma cutting manufacturer Kjell-
berg has integrated a “marking
out mode” into the control, so
that the output reduced plasma
beam only marks off where later
a weld seam will be positioned.

The components to be proces-
sed are guided onto two sepa-
rated cutting tables of 4 m x 4
m each.  In the case of  smaller
parts, this enables faster pro-
duction flow.  Whilst one table is
being loaded or cleared, the ro-
bot can work on the other.  In the
case of larger parts such as a
container casing both tables
are joined together, so that a
production surface of 4 m x 8 m
is available.  Integrated into the
tables is an extractor with the
flaps only opening where the
burner happens to be working.
“We had to create a special al-
gorithm for this, which converts
the robot data into current
torch position data”, explains

The plasma cutting plant is fed via two cutting tables of 4 m x 4 m each, which can travel either alternately or 

joined together. (Pictures: CLOOS/Dieter Holler)
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CLOOS Project Manager Dietmar Schneider.  The CLOOS construc-
tors and programmers have had to resolve some of these “pecu-
liarities”, when developing this high-powered 3D-Plasma cutting ro-
bot.  The project was under pressure time-wise:  since in the spring
of 2009 AMS wanted to start production.  “We were all pulling to-
gether, says Jens Barth.  After three months of the planning phase
and eight months constructing and testing at the Haiger factory,
CLOOS delivered the plant to Saxony.  AMS themselves then develo-
ped for instance the complete housing through an associated com-
pany, so that it was possible to start production in March 2009.  The
customer even ordered the extractor plant, which at the same time
also provides clean air in the neighbouring grinding shop.  

Accurate measurement 
prior to cutting operation
CLOOS has equipped the very rigidly designed portal with a 6-axis in-
dustrial robot ROMAT® 350.  As well as the Plasma torch, a tactile
probe is installed on its arm, which is clamped into position pneu-
matically for measuring operations.  The system then measures, with
this probe, the dished, conical, basket or semi-spherical floor and ap-
plies marks to the side, via which the  floor can later be fitted exactly
on the container casing and be welded.  Then the system ascertains
the precise point at which finally the cut-out will be cut and comple-
tes the cut-out almost “in the turn of the torch” – from the small
connecting piece to large man-hole.  Phases up to 45° are possible.
“A standard floor of 1400mm diameter with twelve connecting pie-
ces requires around 80 minutes measuring time and only 13 minu-
tes cutting time”, Jens Barth has discovered.  It is irrelevant whether
axial or radial holes are being cut.

Offline programming is 
designed to be user-friendly
All production stages are programmed and simulated offline in ad-
vance on a powerful PC, before the programme is transferred onto
the plasma cutting plant. “We can therefore process the customer
projects independent of production”, explains Jens Barth.  The menu-
led offline programme “MOSES” from the company Autocam won over
the Saxons with its ease of use and the modular structure.

“The software includes processing modules which are custom-made
directly for our requirements, e.g. for sheet-metal cutting, including
chamfering or floor processing with chamfers.  We were able to qua-
lify our staff for this new work without major programming knowled-
ge.”  Here too the CLOOS system differs from the competition, whe-

In a few minutes the plasma torch on the robot wrist cuts the various sizes

of holes into up to 50 mm material thickness.

Prior to the cutting process the robot measures the individual component

with a probe – here a dish floor – and thus determines its position on the

cutting table as well as the individual dimensions.
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High quality stainless steel containers are the production range of the 

Saxon Company AMS Apparate-Maschinen-Systeme Technology GmbH.
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re often expensive programming hours are incurred.  The young ope-
rators of the plant – who as former apprentices know the AMS pro-
ducts, rising up from the ranks – approached the change of system
in a highly motivated manner and have got to know the plant already
during the implementation phase in Haiger in training sessions.  Be-
cause of this, the start of production went without problems”, ac-
cording to their boss. 
Since the plant is networkable, the data will be transferred according
to the 3D construction into production and off we go.  The ROTROL®
robot control converts the files into precise robot movements.  It is
operated via the PHG, the handy CLOOS programming unit with its
large display and the clear transparent keyboard.  CLOOS has also
integrated RSM software (Remote Service Manager) for remote dia-
gnosis and operating, which provides access to the programming PC
and the plant.  “In this way CLOOS can give us optimum support from
Haiger at any time with expertise”, says Jens Barth.

Production time of two days 
reduced to four hours
The cutting plant itself works so quickly that the programming time
for a standard container floor corresponds approximately to the pro-
duction time.  “What previously took almost two days manually is done
by the robot in under four hours, with the entire processing time de-
pending upon the complexity and the number of cuts.”  Just the ma-
nual marking of the contours according to the drawing was very time
consuming.  Since the robot works very accurately, hardly any re-wor-
king is now necessary.  And yet another argument speaks for the au-
tomated plant:  “Unlike with the manual work, we achieve a high level
of conformity from the drawing to the product.  In this way we can
produce reproducible components, which for instance will make the
subsequent exchange of containers simply possible”, adds Works
Manager Frenzel.  On average AMS is assuming from 15 to 20% less
in production costs.  No need to worry about the repayment period.

The user friendly offline programming system “MOSES” (Autocam) makes

it possible to programme, simulate and transfer the cut-outs for the indivi-

dual container components quickly and safely to the production robot.

The six-axis robot for plasma cutting is overhead mounted on the rigidly 

designed portal arm.
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Details of the programming and simulation for plasma cutting on a dish 

floor.

Fascinating technology:  CLOOS Project Manager Dietmar Schneider (l) and

AMS Project Manager Jens Barth with the complex plasma cutting head.
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